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The meeting was called to order at 10.40 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEM 59: OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR DEVELOPMENT 

l. Mr. SALAS (Executive Director, United Nations Fund for Population Activities) 
observed that 1979 marked the tenth anniversary of the onerations of UNFPA. Hhen 
the Fund had started its operations, population had been a ne1v field of multilateral 
assistance for most Member States. The first few years of the Fund's work had 
therefore been devoted to creating an awareness of the importance of nopulation 
factors in development, promoting understanding of the dimensions of the nopulation 
problem and finding suitable means of delivering assistance. In the decade that 
had elapsed, the Fund had attained a great many of its aims. That success had 
been due largely to three basic approaches 1vhich were utilized in its operations: 
neutrality with respect to each country's formulation of its own population 
policy; flexibility in the conceptualization and implementation of programmes; 
and a spirit of managerial innovation. Among the innovations introduced had been 
the direct execution of population projects by recinient countries, the execution 
of projects by non-governmental organizations, a four-year 11rolling plan 11 for the 
budgeting of resources, budget support for local costs, where required, and the 
employment of national experts, where appropriate. 

2. It was expected that, by the end of the year, the Fund would have anproved a 
total of 2,500 projects, 1,000 of which would have been completed. Management and 
supervision had been carried out by a small staff at headquarters and in the field, 
which explained the low administrative costs (approximately 7 per cent) throughout 
the Fund's existence. The cumulative resources of the Fund, which had begun its 
operations with $2.5 million in 1969, currently exceeded t6oo million. Its 
implementation ratio had averaged 81 per cent annually from 1974 through 1978. 
In 1979 the Governing Council had authorized UNFPA to allocate ~136 million to 
its assistance programmes, and it was expected that that figure would grmv in the 
years ahead as demand increased. 

3. The Fund's most important contribution lay in its success in overcoming 
political sensitivities with regard to population assistance, which had once been 
considered a controversial field. Almost all developing countries currently 
included population policies and programmes in their development plans. In ten 
years, the Fund's work had become u.YJ.iversal, as it had assisted population pro,jects 
in 121 States Members of the United Nations and 14 other countries and territories. 
During that period, it had succeeded in making population problems a central 
concern of Governments and had heightened the international community's perception 
of the exceptional importance of population factors in global development. That 
had undoubtedly contributed to the most significant demographic trend of the 
decade: the decline in fertility rates, especially in the developing countries. 
It would, however, be a grave error to conclude that the "population problem;; 
had been solved. Even assuming that fertility rates would continue to decline in 
the years ahead, the world population would have increased by approximately 
2 billion by the year 2000. The international community had to cope in a humane 
and orderly manner with the implications of such a 50 per cent increase in numbers, 
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and UNFPA had to adapt its policies and operations to the changillr; nee as of 
countries. 

4. One of the objectives for the 1980s must be to transform irto a reality the 
basic human right of couples and individuals to decide freely a~d responsibly the 
number and spacing of their children and to have the necessary neans of doinr; so" 
as called for in the Horld Population Plan of Action (sect. B, Jar a. l4 (f)). 
Research should be intensified to promote the adaptation of con~raceptive technolot?Y 
to the needs of the developing countries. New measures should Je develo-ped for 
reducing infant, childhood and maternal mortality by improving nutrition and 
primary health care. Assistance should be provided to those ccuntries which 
wished to achieve a balanced population distribution. It was Elsa essential to 
have reliable population data which were necessary for planninr, and policy-making. 
It was vi tal to perceive various population factors as important variables ,,-hich 
both acted and were acted on by other factors related to socio-econo~ic and 
political conditions. Population gro1rth and development patterns generated 
environmental changes 1,rhich had repercussions on the future carrying-capacity of 
the earth. It was also important to recognize that population was a sector that 
could be incorporated into national and global development strategies, including 
the ne~V international development stratep:y. Efforts to impro1e equity, social 
justice and the quality of life must continue to take into account the essential 
relationships between population and development. 

5. In 1979 the Fund had sponsored or had participated actively in various 
conferences, including the United Nations syrr1posium on the interrelationships 
bet-1-reen population, resources, environment and development, held in Stockholm ln 
August, the Latin American Conference on Development Planninp, and Population, 
vrhich had been financed by U:NFPA and held in collaboration with ECLA in Cartae:ena 
(Colombia) in 1,lay, and the United Nations Conference on Science and TechnoloP'y for 
Development. 

6. 'Ihe hie;h point of such activities had been the meetine; of parliamentarians 
in Sri Lanka, to consider the theme of population and develcpment, which had been 
sponsored jointly by the Fund and the Inter-Parliamentary Ur.ion. 'Ihe Colombo 
Declaration on Population and Development, which had been acopted by the 58 
countries represented at the meeting, had been unanimously endorsed by the Inter
Parliamentary Council at its meetinr; in Caracas shortly thereafter. 'Ihe Fund 
intended in 1980 to convene a conference of mayors and co~munity leaders of some 
40 rapidly growing cities which would have populations of 5 million or more by 
the year 2000. The parliamentarians who had attended the Colombo Conference had 
afireed that international population assistance throup:h all channels - multilateral, 
bilateral, governmental and private - should reach a total of -$1 oil::..ion 
over the next five years. As far as the Fund 1 s own needs •..rere concerned, it "lvas 
estimated that in the next five years an annual increase of between 15 and 20 
per cent would be necessary. It was to be hoped that the countries participating 
in the forthcoming Plede;inr, Conference would take the necessary decisions to 
support the work of UI~FPA. 
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7. As UI'JFPA ente~ed its second decade, it was necessary to delineate more sharply 

the Fund's policies and mandates in response to chanr;inc; and expandin.o: Cle:rnands from 

countries, and to Establish a clear and distinct profile for the Fund 1vithin the 

operational activities of the United Nations system. It was to be hoped that the 

General Assembly vTO"lld take into account the needs of UNFPA in the years ahead in 

its consideration of operational activities for development. 

AGENDA ITEM 57: UN[TED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVTILOPTTI::HT ORGANIZATION (~_?ntin~e_g) 

8. Mis...:?. ZA~I\BRIA \Peru)) s:Jea~dng on behalf of Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador) Peru 

and Venezuela) said that those countries, which belon~ed to the Andean Group, 

wished to express tte joint views on industrial development that they had developed 

as a result of the experience gained from their intec;ration, which, havinv be~un 

in the field of industrial planning, had spread to the cultural and political 

spheres as a demonstration of a desire for concerted action. 

9. Industrial deve~opment took on particular importance at a time -vrhen 

international inflat~on and recession were affecting the countries of the third 

world and the internctional community as a whole. The Lima Declaration and Plan 

of Action were the startine; point for an understanding bet1veen the industrialized 

and the developin,o; countries:. the General Assembly had thus ratified them during 

its seventh special session) since it regarded them as elements essential to the 

realization of the neN international economic order. In adopting the Lima 

Declaration and Plan of Action, the international community had recognized the need 

for an effective will to act. However, the failures in negotiating forums revealed 

a lack of the necessary political 1vill and of a desire to implement the arranvements 

that had been adopted. It was essential that significant changes should take place 

in international behaYiour, which should reflect the political pronouncements made 

by Governments. The forthcoming UNIDO Conference must adopt the necessary measures 

to honour the commitment given at Lima and ratified at the seventh special session 

of the General Assembly, and particularly the goal that the developin,o; countries' 

share in world industrial production should reach 25 per cent by the year 2000. 

Industrial development must be the corner-stone of economic development, as stated 

during the regional meeting of Latin American countries held at Cali (Colombia) 

from 10 to 14 September of the current year. 

10. The annual target of $50 million for the United Nations Industrial Development 

Fund, set during the Conference on International Economic Co-operation held in 

Paris, had not been attained either. F'ulfilment of that commitment would be useful 

in intensifying activities in the field of development and transfer of technology, 

in executing industrial development pro,iects appropriate to each developing country 

and in strengthening international co-operation and industrial training in developing 

countries. 

11. I1oreover, industrial redeployment called for a real transfer of industries of 

importance to developing countries and must not amount to a per~etuation of 

industries that -vrere merely extractive or to a transfer of obsolete, uneconomic 

and non-competitive industries, in addition to those affecting the equilibrium of 

the environment. Redeployment must be an integral part of the restructuring of 
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international relations and help to eliminate the dependence of develoPin:a, 
countries as regards production of rmr materials. The countries of thP '\ndean 
Group had formulated policies of expansion, specialization and diversification of 
industrial production on the basis of ,joint progra:mminrr. 'The aim 1-ras inrlustrial 
redeploy:c71ent reflecting national, re!";ional and subreo-ional development policies 
and plans, takiw-; full advanta13e of the human and material resources that l')ermitted 
transfer of technolOf1:Y, 1-rhich -vmuld ser're as a catalyst for inteo;ral develupment" 

12. In conclusion, her deler;ation expresse<J the 1vish that the constitution of 
UNIDO as a United Nations specialized ae;ency should be sir:ned and ratified promptly. 

13" lir~ KHA~ (Pakistan) stressed the bearing that industrialization had on all 
factors of development, as vell as its critical impact on the pace ano_ Pattern of 
development of other sectors of the economy" 'Ihe inr'lustrial sector 1.-ras the enD'ine 
of grmvth in most develoTJed societies, and developing co1mtries therefore considereo_ 
expansion in that sector an essential prerequisite for the develoTJment of their 
econowies. If it was to be beneficial to the economies of the develonin,r,: countries 
industrialization must be endogenous and self-reliant and must heln reduce the 
external dependence of the develoPing economies. 

14. The ne1.r international economic order ems aimed at eliminating those forms of 
dependence and control by building production and growth structures that had an 
endogenous and self .. reliant character. In that context, in the Lima Declaration 
and Plan of Action a set of objectives and measures for promotinr, inC1ustrialization 
of the developing countries had been formulated, namely: a 25 per cent tar!!et for 
the developing countries• share in world industrial production· restructurin~ and 
redeployment of industrial capacities from developed to developin~ countries and, 
for that purpose, the setting up of a system of consultations: establishment of 
the United Nations Industrial Development Fund and the Industrial and Technological 
Information Bank: conversion of Ul'TIDO into a specialized agency: and greater 
access to export markets for the developin~ countries' manufactured products, 
together • . .rith the adoption of assistance policies by developed countries. The 
realization of those objectives had been regrettably slow. The developing 
countries' share in vorld industrial production had remained stagnant, and their 
share in world trade had declined. The develoned countries had intensified their 
protectionist trade policies, and no significant progress had been made towards 
the adoption of effective assistance policies" 

15. The Lima Conference had established that the redeployment of industrial 
ca~Jacities from developed to developing countries and the consequential 
restructuring of the industrial sector of advanced countries -vrere essential to the 
realization of the 25 per cent target. The policies of protection and sun·port for 
2xisting industrial sectors pursuec. hy the developed countries \·rere self-defeatina;, 
and their social costs far exceeded their limited benefits. Yet the developed 
countries did not seem inclined to take effective and concP.rted action, at both 
the national and the international level) to reorient their current attitudes and 
policies" 'I'he contradictions in north-South relations could be resolved only by 
means of a clear perception of the interdependence of the interests of developed 
and developing countries in the imuortant sector of industrialization and trade. 
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16. His delegation welcomed the successful conclusion of the negotiations on a 

draft constitution for UNIDO as a specialized agency and hoped that all countries, 

particularly the developed countries, would extend their full political and 

material support to the new agency. For its part, his Government had been among 

the first to sign the ne1v- draft constitution and it had already deposited the 

instrument of ratification. 

17. His delegation also took note with satisfaction of the efforts made by UNIDO 

in organizing consultations in a number of key industries, and of its programme for 

initiating consultations in such areas. The effectiveness of the system of 

consultations and its value for developing countries -vrould be greatly enhanced if 

the developed countries participated in that system with a clear willinpness to 

reach specific agreements for promoting redeployment of industrial capacities to 

developinrc; countries. It was to be hoped that durin'S the Third General Conference 

of UNIDO, to be held in New Delhi, agreement could be reached on establishing an 

effective and permanent system of consultations. 

18. It was regrettable that during the past two years the annual target of 

$50 million for the United Nations Industrial Development Fund had not been 

realized. Contributions had only reached a total of $10 million, and there had 

moreover been a tendency to tie contributions to specific purposes, thus preventing 

the Fund from achieving the objectives set at Lima. His country had doubled its 

contribution to the Fund, reaching "'·30 ,000 during the current year. 

19. His delegation had noted with appreciation the setting up by UNIDO of the 

Industrial and Technological Information Bank as a pilot project and supported 

the recommendation of the Industrial Development Board that it should become an 

ongoing activity of UNIDO. It hoped that the necessary resources would be 

provided by the General Assembly for that purpose. 

20. His delegation had noted 1v-ith satisfaction that UNIDO had been able to 

increase its programme delivery by 52 per cent during the previous four years and 

that there had been a substantia~ 2ncrease in technical assistance to developing 

countries. It was a matter of concern, however, that there had been a decline 

of 28.7 per cent in the implementation of field projects during 1978 and that 

there had been a slackening in the programme of activities in the Asia-Pacific 

region during the same period. It was to be hoped that that regional imbalance 

would be redressed in the near future. 

21. His delegation fully endorsed the priorities established by the Industrial 

Development Board and the programme of activities for the followin,q; biennium. 

It was, however, concerned to find that the allocations for UNIDO activities in the 

proposed programme budget for the biennium 1980-1981 had been frozen at the level 

of the revised figures for 1979: that could only lead to a decline in the delivery 

of technical assistance to the developing countries. It was ironic that such a 

constraint should be imposed on UNIDO just when it was being converted into a 

specialized agency. He hoped that the General Assembly 1vould provide UNIDO with 

resources commensurate with effectively carrying out its programme of activities. 
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22. In conclusion, his dele~ation had noted with satisfaction the statement of the Executive Director on the status of preparations for the 'Third General Conference of UNIDO and it hoped that the Conference would oe able to reach concrete agreements for accelerating the imnlementation of the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action. The Conference could thus provide an indispensable input to the preparation of the international Clevelomnent strategy for the forthcominr: decade. 

23. Mr. LOHAliJI (Nepal) said that rapid industrialization was essential to sustained self~reliant ?;rmvth of the economies of the developin~ countries. rrhe process of rapid industrialization <vas hmv-ever bein,:; hindered by such constraints as lack of skilled manpower, of capital material inputs and of technical and social infrastructure. Nothing short of restructuring world industrial production could redress the imbalance between the developed and developing countries, and it was a pity that no substantial progress had been made towards increasing the share of developing countries in world industrial production to the target of 25 per cent by the year 2000. It was to be hoped that the forthcoming UNIDO Conference vrould devise concrete measures for the implementation of the Lima Plan of Action. 

24. His delegation was pleased to note that Ul.UDO had continued to TJlay its central co~ordinating role in the promotion of international industrial co-oneration, in the provision of technical assistance to developin~ countries and as a forum for discussions relating to questions of industrial development. It lool;:ed forward to the conversion of UFIDO into a specialized agency, and in the meantime favoured measures investing UNIDO with greater autonomy in actministrative matters. 

25. It -vras encouraginp: that UNIDO had increased its technical assistance deli very by ever 50 per cent and that the allocation for the establishment and stren~thening of training facilities in developine; countries had been substantially raised for 1980. UNIDO ~ s programme for the development and transfer of technolorw and its adaptation to the needs of the developing countries was commendable. In that context, the activities of the secretariat in assisting developing countries to identify appropriate policies should be strengthened. It had already been reco~nended that the Industrial and Technological Information Bank should be a continuing operation of UNIDO. His delegation considered that the continuation of the Technological Information Exchanr,e System, which was an imuortant component of INTIB, would help to bridge the information sap between developed and developing countries and facilitate the effective transfer of technology. Co-ordination between INTIB and the system of consultations launched by UNIDO was essential in order to avoid duplication of effort. 

26. The system of consultations had been useful in identi~Jing problems connected with the industrialization of the developing countries, in suggesting measures to accelerate their industrialization and in furthering industrial co-operation among States. His delegation considered that the proposed consultations on the training of industrial manpower and on industrial financing should be or~anized lvi thout delay. It further welcomed the recommendation of the Board that the regular budget of UNIDO should finance the participation of 50 reprPsentatives from the least developed countries in consultation meetings to be held in 1980-1981, and hoped that due consideration would be r-;iven to the idea of extending the consultations to the regional, interregional and global levels. 
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2'7. His dele§'\ation had noted 1-ri th satisfaction that the Board had endorsed the 

strenr-;thening of the Senior Industrial Development Field Advisers programme. It 

hoped that the fi:'wre of 50 advisers Hould be attained ·Hithin the biennimn 

1979~1900 0 Helcomed the proposal to increase their nRmber to at least 60, supported 

the vievr tbat field advisers should be recruited in increasing nw'J1bers frmn 

developing countries and believed that the Junior Professional Officers prof\rarmne 

should be continued. 

2!3" Uhile one could take pride in the activities of UITIDO, he subscribed to the 

Board's conclusion that the organization's activities could not be effectively 

sustained and expanded without sufficient resources. He vras therefore disalJpointed 

that pledges to the United Nations Industrial Develoument Fund (TFTIDF) fell far 

short of the desirable funding level of :li50 million ~nnually: he appealed to the 

O.eveloped countries to increase their contributions to UNIDF and to transfer funds 

on concessional terms to developinrs countries. In its resolution 32/1(,3 on the 

strengtheninp; of operational activities in the field of industrial developm,nt in 

the least developed countries, the General Assembly had requested UT'TIDO to intensify 

its activities in favour of those countries and to devote the ~aximum resources 

possible to meetin~ their needs and had urged the Industrial Development Board to 

allocate a sizable surr. from the Industrial Development Fund to those needs. 

29. The Declaration and Prograrnme of Action on the :establishment of a Nevr 

International Kconomic Order and the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action, while 

recognizing that industrialization was an indispensable instrument for the rapid 

economic and social development of the developing countries, particularly the 

least developed countries, had clearly underlined the need for accelerated 

industrialization 0 without 1rhich the least developed countries •,rould lag far 

behind other developing countries. Statistics showed that the real per capita 

Gross National Product of the least developed countries had registered a- sharp 

decline during the current decade~ and experts had concluded in their studies that 

the creation, development and diversification of industrial production facilities 

in order to expand both internal and external markets vas the only way of ensuring 

equitable participation by the least developed countries in world production and 

in the exchange of goods and services. 

30. v!i thin their limited resources, the lea,st developed countries were makinr-; 

strenuous efforts to reduce the enormous development cap which separated. them from 

other developing countries, but without international co-operation, those efforts 

would not suffice to establish and improve their industrial capacities. In that 

connexion, he noted idth appreciation Uj_IJIDO v s emphasis on activities desip:ned to 

assist the least developed countries in establishing or strengtheninp, appropriate 

institutional infrastructure for their industrial development: in pronortion to the 

requirements, however, the resources available were woefully meagre. His delegation 

hoped that the Third General Conference of UNIDO ;:vould focus on increasinp; 

substantially the financial resources earmarlted for the least developed countries 

so that practical measures in their favour could be speedily implemented. 

31. Mr. DOMOKOS (Hungary) said that the level of industrial develonment 1ms a 

major criterion for distinguishinr; between developed and developing countries and 
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was a basic factor in the attainment and maintenance of a countr~r 's economic 
independence. His dPlec;ation therefore attached snecial importance to international 
co~operation for the nromotion of industrial development in r:eneral, especially in 
developinG countries. 

32. 'The 'I'hird General Conference of UNIDO should discuss thorour:hly the 
implementation of the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action on Industrial Development 
and Co--operation and consider measures desir:ned to accelerate industrial develonment, 
particularly in the developinr: countries. ~!bile a number of developine; countries 
had macle significant progress in industrialization durinr; the previous four years •. 
as a result of vhich that group of countries accounted for 12 per cent of current 
-vmrld industrial output, that share \vas still far below the tarp;et of 25 per cent 
by the end of the century envisaged in the Lima Declaration. His delefl;ation 
expected the 'I'hird General Conference of ln'UDO to analyse anc' identify the causes 
of that lacl' of progress and to adopt concrete measures to remove the obstacles, 
"l)romote economic planninc; and strengthen the role of the public sector in 
developin~ countries. Such measures vrould be vehicles for concentratinr; resources 
on the most important tasl<:s and diversifyinp; the pattern of industrial prodv.ction. 
In that connexion, his delegation endorsed the decision of the Industrial Development 
Board to request the Executive Director of UNIDO to prepare a detailed presentation 
of the role of the public sector for submission to the Third General Conference. 

33. The developinc; countries attached ,0reat importance to the conversion of U'TID() 
into a specialized agency. 'Ihe ne•tT Constitution of the organization vas the 
result of compromise and, while =1ungary was a party to that compromise, it 
continued to maintain that the technical assistance offered by ill'IDO should be 
financed from voluntary contributions" 

34. His delet;ation believed. that the system of consultations vrithin the £'rarr.ework 
of UNII:O was useful and contributed to the preparation of viable industrial 
development plans in develo}Jing countries. T-Iis dele~ation nevertheless endorsed 
the position that UNIDO should concentrate its efforts on the most important 
fields and the most timely problems with a vievr to achievinc; maximu.rn effectiveness, 
in vievr of budgetary constraints. The consultations should focus on problems that 
fell within the typical nrofile of UHIDO, such as those related to treno.s ann. 
strategies in industrial and technological development. ~1oreover, hoth thF> UI'TIDO 
secretariat and participatine: Governments should make thorouR;h preparations in 
order to ensure the success of the consultations. To that end,_ they should. avoid 
including too many subjects in the programme of vork and overlappinp of the 
consultations with the activities of other organs. He hoped that at its 
fourteenth session the Industrial Development Board vrould revie1v the nreparations 
for the meetings to be held in 1980 and 1981, taking into account the comments 
made by his delegation, and that the Third General Conference of UITIDO would give 
further e;uidance for the system of consultations. 

35. His delegation underlined the need to maintain the hic;h professional competence 
of the Senior Industrial Development Field Advisers. That requirement vas not 
contrary to the principle of equitable geographical distribution, which vas also 
an important policy issue: in fact, the recruitment of rnore advisers from the 
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socialist and developinc; countries Hould be a valuable addition to the pool of 

experience made available to developing countries. Furthermore, his delegation 

believed that the advisers should continue to be financed from voluntary 

contributions. 

36. Hith regard to the redeployment of industries, his delegation emnhasized that, 

vrhile it ,,ras in favour of a broader interpretation of the concept, steps should be 

taken to ~revent it ·frorr' becm"J.ing a vehicle for the revival of neo-colonialist 

practices, I~is delei_jation accordingly sh2Ted the viev of the :::xecutive 

Director of UNIDO that redeployment should not contribute to the exhaustion of 

natural resources, environmental pollution, increased dependence or the transfer 

of outmoded technology, and that it should not rely solely on foreign initiatives, 

but be systematically conceived in conformity with the develonment plans and 

industrial policies of the developing countries. 

37o His country's co-operation with developing countries was based on the 

principles of sovereign equality of States" mutual benefits and non-intervention 

in internal affairs. Through industrial co-operation agreements, trade exchanges 

and the services of qualified snecialists within the framework of technical 

co-operation, Hungary was contributing to the development of industrial capacities 

and the necessary infrastructure in developing countries. It also received 

fellows and organized training courses for them. Moreover, his country had 

established a pattern of intensive co,-operation with UNIDO which it intended to 

maintain and develop. 

38 o Mr. SCHMID (Austria) said that durine; 1979 the permanent headquarters of 

UI'JIDO had been formally inaugurated in Vienna. By providing facilities 

corr:nensurate vith the latest international standards, his Government had fulfilled 

its earlier commitments to the Organization, but its commitment to UNIDO did not 

end there, because industrialization was a key factor in the process of over-all 

development to which all countries had to contribute. 

39. More than four years earlier, the adoption of the Lima Declaration and Plan 

of Action had given added moment~m and a new direction to the industrialization 

of developing countries as an essential component of an integrated development 

process aimed at the establishment of a new international economic order. Hithin 

that framework the Third General Conference would provide an opportunity to 

examine the role of UNIDO and its contribution to the gradual attainment of the 

Lima objectives. In the light of that evaluation, Member States would be called 

upon to agree on specific measures of international co-operation to accelerate 

the implementation of the Lima target and to formulate new guidelines to enable 

UI1IDO to play its key role in the process of industrialization. 

40. His delegation was particularly encouraged by the conversion of UNIDO into a 

specialized agency and by the fact that almost 50 States, including Austria, had 

signed the new Constitution, a testimony to the political will of all parties 

involved to find solutions to the major problems of industrialization. 
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41. That optimistic note did not mean that he had forr,otten the enormous problems which remained to be solved, includinp; those of the funda!"lental and far-reaching differences which existed between developing and developed ccuntries, issues which had arisen at the final session of the Committee of the Fhole. r,lhile it had not been possible to reach agree~ent there on a common text on industrial development, those deliberations had been useful in clarifying the respective standpoints, preparing the ground for the Third General Conference of UNIDO and facilitating the necessary efforts to reach meaningful consensus on more ,just ancl equitable forms of co-operation. 

42. The need for nevr forms of co-operation in the field of industrialization would also require UNIDO to adapt its organizational patterns accordingly and to assume increasing responsibilities. In that context, he was satisfied that UNIDO had demonstrated its potential for the dynamic, pragmatic development of new structures, such as the system of consultations. That system had demonstrated its usefulness as a framework for the identification of Problems and the establishment of closer co-operation in various key sectors. Consequently, the system of consultations should be strengthened and established Fl.s an ongoinp; activity of the organization, with the participation of government officials and representatives of industry, labour, consumer c;roups and others. His delen;ation vas pleased to note that the system would cover such vital additional subject areas as the food processing, pharmaceutical and capital p;oods industries. The consultations recently held on agricultural machinery and the preparatorv work for consultations on the training of industrial manpovrer and industrial financing also deserved particular attention. His delegation hoped that at its forthcoming special session, the Board would be able to draw up draft rules of procedure for the system of consultations. 

43. UNIDO's role would be increasingly important with rep;ard to the transfer of technology, in view of the outcome of the recent United Nations Conference on Science and Technology for Development. He accordingly welcomed the decision adopted at the thirteenth session of the Industrial Development Board to continue the work of the Industrial and Technological Information Bank (INTIB) as an ongoing activity of UWIDO and to include in its activities the sectors and topics covered by the system of consultations and the sectors chosen at the International Formn on Appropriate Industrial Technology. INTIB had a very significant role to play in the transfer of technology to developing countries, and he was therefore particularly gratified by the increasing co-operation between INTIB and the Austrian Patent Office. He stressed the importance in that context, of the energy sector, particularly non-conventional sources of energy, and of the small and medium-scale industries which could in many cases provide mutually beneficial assistance to developing countries. 

44. Although it was encouraging that UNIDO's technical assistance activities had increased significantly in recent years, contributions to the United Nations Industrial Development Fund still fell far short of the goal of ~50 million a year. Furthermore, if the impact of UiifiDO 's projects was to be maximized, proper attention should be given to the il'lportance of the Ser.ior Industrial Field Advisers (SIDFA) Programme. It had made a significant contribution to the 
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achievement of concrete results in the field of technical CO··Ol)eratio-.J., and his 

delegation therefore \velcomed the fact that the Industrial Development Board had 

recognized at its most recent session that the scop0 of the SIDfA Proo;ramme must 

be strengthened and ei1larn;ed. 

45. I-Iis delep;ation hoped that the Third Genera.l Conference of U"TIDO 1wuld mal~e 

significant nro,crress tmvards an equitable international division of labour in a 

Planner consistent with the social and economic objectives of all the parties 

involved. 

46. ~~· H~RAYAN~! (India) said that his country endorsed the conclusions of the 

thirteenth session of the Industrial DevelopElent Board, as 'tiell as its 

recommendations on the most appropriate areas of co~operation in the field of 

industrial develo~ment. 

)_~7. Ul\fiDO must play a central co-ordinating role in the implementation of the 

LH!la Declaration and Plan of Action. 'Ihe central issue at its Tl1ird General 

Conference, to be held in January 1980, vmuld therefore be hou to overcome the 

obstacles to the attainment of the Lima targets. His country, which 1vould host 

the Conference and participate actively in its preparation, hoped that the 

Conference would contribute to the evolution of the International Development 

Strategy and would be of key significance for the industrial advancement of 

developing countries. 

2~8. One of the most important objectives of ino.ustrialization articulated in the 

Lima Declaration and Plan of Action had been the target of increasing the share 

of developing countries in industrial production to 25 ner cent by the year 2000. 

In 1977 o hovrever, that share had been only 9 per cent, and, at the present rate 

of p;rmvth,, it could be projected that it would reach only l~ per cent in b:vo 

decades. 'l'he prospect Has even less encouraging if one took into account the 

enerroy crisis, inflation and the reduction in demand on the markets of the 

developed uorld. It was also estimated that~ in order to achieve the Li:rn.a 

target, the annual volume of investments in developing countries would have to 

increase from its current level of $30 or $40 billion to 0450 or )500 billion. 

Those figures mane clear the inescapable need to restructure world industry if 

the new international economic order was to be established. 

49. The industrial redeployment advocated in resolutions of the General Assembly 

cncl U:TCTAD could constitute an appropriate method of restructuring if all Member 

State:::; participated and co-operated therein. Redeployment should not be a new 

method for the extraction of surplus value from developing countries through the 

exploitation of their natural resources or cheap labour? nor a device by which 

developed countries could escape environmental controls at horne and export 

pollution to developinG countries, nor the transfer of outmoded technolor,ies 

1•rhich condemned the developing countries to a permanent nosi tion of inferiority. 

Instead, it should be an instrument integrated into national development plans 

which enabled developing countries to reduce their dependence, use their domestic 

resources to best acl.vantage and create neu employment. That could be broup;ht 

about only through dialorsue and co-operation and throur:;h anticipatory ac1.iust'11ent 
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me,1sures in Cc1e devc:"lcmed co,_mtries. Fnar" t''lat rer:lnTJloy:mr:nt could cause 
disruption and i'·Jbalance \Te:;:e· unfoundc i_ · on the contr8.rv, it COlilcl rY·ccFlr a 
povrerful instrm11ent of rlevelopm''Tlt j f it •-ras ·bc,,sed on lonrr -trrrn. T/Ts~wctivPs 
rather thFm §-d hoc measur~'·s. Eis country had ta:~~"n various st<T·s t-:J attrr-:.c:t 
forei";n investment and to pro•110te the creation of' TJroduction caDr?citir:-s in ot.lHT 
developin,~ countries through bi]_ateral chan11els and multilateral tr:~chnolodcal co-operation. 

50, Iris deler;ation fully supported the esta1Jlis~wJ.ent of the svst0m of 
consultations as a permanent part of UlU:CO 1 s activities clhich nPeded to 'be fln~tl,er 
develoned and strenr>;thened. Such a syste1n could be extre!'1oly useful in 
delineating procedures for redeploy111ent. India also supjjortP(l the Fro.o:rammr-, of 
TPchnical Assistance, the Senior Ir1dustrial Developm'?nt Field 1\.dvisPrs Proo:rarc·nl.P and the Industrial and Technolor;ical Information Bank. It vrould b':" ex-tre1'n.<O>l y 
unfortunate if those prograrnnes failed to be imnler1entec: for l8.ck of financial resources. It vas discouragin:<; that for the year 1977-1978 only ''al million h2.d been pledgecJ. to the United Nations Industrial Development Fund,, as ar,;ainst the agreed func<ing level of S50 rnillion. All countri<?s, in Particular the 
industrialized donor countries , must strive to augment UNIDO 1 s rpsources, v·rheth"'r through the regular bud3et, through contributions to the Industrial Dovelonnent 
Fund or throuc;h the proposed nevr mechanis'Jls and institutions. Only thus coulC', 
the ac;reed measures be implel'lentF>d and the industrialization of the develo:()inr~ 
countries be promoted to levels comnatible •vith the establishment of the nevr 
international economic order. 

51. ~"I!'~L~J:I..GLO_ (~~orvray), speakinc; also on behalf of Denmark, Finland, Iceland and Sveden. said that the acceleration of industrialization in developin£1: 
countries vrould be a major challenge to the vorld community in the years ahead 
and should be seen vrithin the frar1.e1vcrk of the ne1v international economic order, the Lima Plan of Action, the decisions of the seventh special session of the 
General Assembly and the nevr International Develonrnent Strat'"''SY ., as well as in relation to the interdependence of States and the ob,j ecti ve of strenp;thenin~ the self·-reliance of developing countries. Industrialization uas closely linl~"'cl to progress in other sectors, such as agriculture, environmental protection" Pner<:y, trade and finance, and its benefits must be distributed equitably both 1vithin 
and amonp; countries. Special consideration must be given in that connexion to 
the least developed countries. The Nordic countries supported efforts to 
implement the elements of the new international economic order in the field of 
industrialization and recognized the role of UNIDO as a catalyst, a role vvhich vrould no doubt be strengthened further vrhen Ul\TIDO becape a specializPd R.~encv in 
accordance with its new constitution, vrhich Denmark, Finland and Nonray had 
already signed. 

52. As had been made clear at th"' September session of the Committee of the 
Hhole, there were still considerable differences of oDinion vrith reP:ard to the modalities for increasing the rate of industrialization in developinp; countries, althou:-;h those differences c-rere not alvrays openly recognized. ~Tone thP less, 
that session had made nrogress in the formulation of the text on industrialize,tion and, in particular, on the definition of industrial redenloyment. B~ ho~ei 
t~1at in the -preparations for the Third General ConfPrence of TT'E'r:! ''c.J.a"ations 
would not retreat from the informal consensus rt?ached on t~1at 1Joint 0 
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53. 'Ihe Third General Conference would provide a major opportunity for important 

inputs into the new· International Development Strategy. The Nordic deleF;ations 

noted with satisfaction that the documentation so far issued for the Conference 

aimed at a strategy based on the concepts of global interdependence and self

reliance. 

5lr. 'I'he IJordic countries believed that, as one of its most interestinr; activities, 

TT:IDO 's system of consultations must be developed further. At the same time o 

care should be tal:en not to initiate consultations in too many areas too soon, 

for othenrise excessive diversification with limited funds might impair their 

impact, T'he consultations would gain increased importance in coming decades as 

a means of contributing to the formulation of more realistic policies for maldne; 

the necessary structural adjustments. 

55. Althouch some pro~ress had been made in the transfer of industrial technology, 

in particular through the Programme of Action on Appropriate Industrial Technology" 

U:LfiDO could play a more important role in that area. Activities relating to the 

trc:msfer of technolop:y should also be co-ordinated, in so far as possiblP, 

within the United Nations system. 

56. l1r. HU:JTASSER (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) drew attention to the fact that, as 

indicat-ed-in the report of the Industrial Development Board (A/34/16), the share 

of the developing countries in world income had fallen and their share in world 

industrial production was only 12 per cent, as against the 25 per cent fixed as 

a target for the end of the century. 

57. The agreement reached on converting Ul\TIDO into a specialized ap:ency \'laS of 

key importance, but it -vrould have no practical impact Hithout the co-operation of 

the developed countries, some of which had adopted a negative attitude in the 

Committee of the v'lhole during the negotiations on the new international economic 

order. It was essential that all parties should show the necessary political \•rill 

if industrial development was to be promoted within the framework of that new 

order. 

58. His country 1.;ras in favour of industrial redeployment as an instrument of 

development but believed that it must be directed towards those industries to 

which the developing countries gave greatest priority, must be subject to national 

plans and strategies and must be in the interest of the developinp: countries 

rather than the transnational corporations, whose sole motivation was quick 

profit. His country placed great hopes in the establishment of the Industrial 

and Technological Information Bank, which could help to break the monopoly still 

enjoyed by the transnational corporations in the areas of information and technical 

expertise. The Information Bank must help to ensure that the most appropriate 

technologies were applied in each developing country and devote special attention 

to tr_, higher-priority industries. 

59. His country hoped that the Third General Conference of UNIDO, to be held at 

Ne"lv Delhi, -vrould help to overcome many of the present difficulties and would be 

a landmark in the industrialization of the developing countries. 
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60. I1r. TT.AP:CNYI (Uganda) said that industrialization played a key role in 
devel"C;piw· cour1fries and deplored the fact that the reluctance of developed 
countries to invest in industrial sectors in developing countries had prevented 
the implementation of the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action, which had been 
intended to spearhead the new international economic order. Difficulties had 
also been encountered in the a~plication of the concent of redeployment of 
industries. It 1-ras to be hoped that the work of UNIDO in that field vrould be 
continued and intensified. The redeployment of industries uould be beneficial 
:cainly to small and medium-scale industries" lvhich could turn to the Industrial 
and Technolo~ical Information Bank for details of investment opportunities or 
incentives in the developinr; countries" thus breakinr: the monopoly so far enjoyed 
by the transnational corporations in that kind of information. Developing 
countries could also make use of the Information Bank to avoid receivine; obsolete 
technology. 

6lo His delegation fully approved of the effective role played by the Senior 
Industrial Field Advisers in assisting developing countries in their efforts to 
industrialize. Uganda had always supported the system of consultations as lvell, 
but it had been disturbed to note that they had concentrated on industrial sectors 
which affected the more advanced developing countries. The time had come for 
also holding consultations on industries which affected the least developed 
countries. 

62. The new Government of Uganda was committed to co-operating fully with mTID0 
in its programne of technical assistance and in its efforts to improve Uganda~s 
industries, which had been badly affected by mismana~ement. Uganda supported the 
call by UNID0 1 s 'Executive Director to the General Assembly to provide adequate 
budgetary resources that would enable UNIDO to increase its assistance to the 
more needy developing countries, and it ,joined in the appeal to the industrialized 
countries and to developine; countries lvhich 1-rere in a position to do so to 
contribute c;enerously to the United rrations Industrial Developcnent Fund. 

63. Uganda had been one of the first countries to sign the ne1v constitution of 
DrJIDO as a specialized agency of the United Nations and urged those countries 
which had not yet signed it to do so without delay. It was to be hoped that the 
Third General Conference, to be held at Ne1v Delhi, would make progress tmvards 
meeting the targets established in the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action. 

64. Hr. OLZVOY (Mone;olia) said it was a well-known fact that industrial 
development was one of the keys to overcomine; the backvardness inherited from 
centuries of colonial domination. Mongolia therefore supported the efforts of 
the developing countries to industrialize and, in particular, endorsed the 
objectives of the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action. 'I'he efforts of those 
countries to achieve their goal lverP hampered by difficulties arisin,n; princinally 
from the activities of the multinational corporations, lvhich uere strivinp; to 
kPep them in a position of dependency, confined vi thin the framevrorl\: of capitalist 
relations. To that end, they vrere trying to transfer to the ne1r countries cert:1in 
specific industrial sectors which were highly labour-intensive and enerp;y~ 
consumine; and, in many cases 9 more destructive of the environment 9 1-rhile the 
capitalist countries kept for themselves the sectors I·Tith advanced technology 
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and hi::<:h profit. UJTTCO had the responsibility of helping thf'> develo:ping countries 

to estc.blish an independent in0.ustrisl structure in a context of mutually 

advantageous economic relations 11rith all the nations of the world, irresnectivP 

of their economic or social systems 0 'I'he develo:oin[' countries l•rere looking to 

the 'Ihircl General Conference of U:PIDO to adopt practical :measures to nromote 

industrialization, foster co~oneration among countries -vrith different economic 

and social systems and irrrplement the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action') the 

Declaration ancl the Programme of Action on the Establishment of a Ne-vr International 

}~conomic Order and the Charter of Economic Rip:hts and Duties of States. 

65. 'Ihe experience of Hongolia shoved that in ordPr to achieve far-reaching 

economic and social change, a country must retain full sovereignty over its 

economic and social resources. Such a policy necessitated the exclusion of 

foreiGn capital and the establishment and development of the public sector. By 

follmring that course~· l'!Iongolia had succeeded in nrop;ressinr; from feudalism to 

socialism I·Tithout going through an intermediate capitalist stage. :Sefore the 

revolution, there had been no established industry in the People:s Republic of 

t1ongolia o Today, 13 minutes ' production in a single branch of the moctern sector 

was equal to the country 1 s entire output in 1924 c and ll days 7 production -.:ms 

equal to the total for 1940. !1iutually advantageous co-operation with the socialist 

countries had played a crucial role in the development of Monn:olia;s industry. 

He also emphasized the importancF: of the public sector, which, by fu_nctioning on 

a national scale, made it possible to direct the country 1 s energies anCI_ scientific 

and technical innovations towards the priority areas of the economy. 

66. His delegation was glad to note UNIDO 1 s p;ro-vrinp; interest in the role of the 

public sector in the industrial development of the developing countries, a de~ree 

of interest which was also made clear in the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action. 

The Econonic Declaration of the Sixth Conference of Heads of State or Governinent 

of l1lm1~Alir:;ned Countries stated that ::the public sector and planning are 

important tools for the impler"-entation of industrial policies within the national 

frameHor:S: of industrialization pror:;rammes of devplonin,o; countries·:. The same 

point was repeated in the report of the Executive Director of lfJIDO to the 

Industrial Development Board, contained in document ID/B/222. His delegation 

therefore hoped that both the Industrial Development Board at its fourteenth 

session anc.!. the 'I'hircl General Conference of UliTIDO would focus their attention on 

the import1'mt role of the public sector. Increased practical assistance should 

also be given to the developing countries in determininc; national straterdes to 

reinforce the role of the public sector in the process of economic developrnent. 

67 o It -was to lJe hoped that the TJITIDO secretariat would rnal:e an important 

contribution to the impleFLPntation o:f General Assembly resolution 33/135, relatin~ 

to the role of qualifie<l national personnel in the social and economic development 

of developing countries. 'I'he 'I'hird General Confprence of UNIDO must give a new 

impetus to the definition of national strategies for the training of qualified 

personnel in the industrial field" ~:md it \Wuld be appro'!:lriate to deal w·i th the 

matter as a separate item. 
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68. His dele?ation was also glad to note that Ul'TIDO had increased its 
participation in Ul-TDP programmes and 1vas nou third amonq: Ul'-TDP executin:o: arc;encies. Hovrever, it should be borne in mind that the value of technical assistance in the field of industrial develonment depended on the degree to 1-rhich it contributed to the full realization of the sovereir;nty of countries over their mm rc:sources and to their achievement of comnlete economic independence. In that contf'xt, 
he emphasizecl the need to prevent the encroachment of foreicn rnonuooly canital ~emd of the transnational corporations 9 1-rhich had nothincs 2-t all to offer in meetine; the real neec1s of countrit"S 9 tending insteeJ'l_ to nerpetuate the old structures of colonial do:,Jinatior:., 

6So He expressed his delep;ation;s ::rratitude to UHIDO for its contribution to 
his country; s industrial develop:rnent, currently consistin,rr of about 20 l_'Yl8_jor 
projects 0 all of w-hich 1-rere concerned 1-rith the establishment of local undertakinr,s to process locally obtained raw materials. 

70 0 1•iongolia welcomed the conversion of UNIDO to a specialized arrencv and 1,-ras 
gratified that its nev1 constitution had received many sie;natures in a short space of time. In that connexion, it should be said that the effectiveness of TJT'JJDO depended not so much on its size or administrative structure as on the fact that it was oriented towards the interests of its mernbPrs 9 and in particul1lr, of the 
countries which had recently r;ained independence. \mat those countries needed 
was to establish modern industries to tal~e advantage of their mm resources. 
His delegation attached the ~reatest importance to the Third General Conference of UITIDO, including the question of the most appropriate strategy for accelerating the industrialization of the developing countries during the 1980s. 

71. His delep;ation shared the view expressed in the report of the Industrial Development Board on the 'N"orl<:: of its thirteenth session (A/34/16) with regard 
to the importance of maintaining international peace and security and promotinr>: international detente. One cause of current world 2conomic problems '<laS to be found in the vast amounts of money S}Jent on thP production of weapons. Disarmament could release considerable financial resources vhich could be used for the 
industrial development of the developing countries 0 The arms race threatened the· very survival of manldnd and hampered the search for a solution to the serious of economic and social development frorr: crhich ;;1_anl<,:ind eras suffer:in:;. 
International peace and detente 1vould make it possible to achieve co-o:oeration among all countries, including co-operation between countries 1-rith different 
economic and social structures. UlTIDO should help to create favourable conditions for achieving such co-operation in a fruitful form and in a climate of df:tente. 

The meetin.rr rose at 1.10 n.m, 




